Let A = k[t"*, . , t"d] be the coordinate ring of a monomial affine curve C. Under the assumption "n 1, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence", we determine the Hilbert function of the associated graded ring gr,(A), where M = (t"~, . . . , t"d)A, and of the coordinate ring A' of the projective closure of C, further, we prove that gr,(A) and A' are "level".
Introduction
Let A = k[t"l, . . . , t"d] be the coordinate ring of a monomial affine curve C (where k is a field, 0 < nl < ... < &, d 2 2, with GCD(nl, . . . ,nd) = 1 and we suppose nl, . . . ,nd generate minimally the semigroup (nl, . . . ,nd)).
In this paper we consider two graded rings that are related to A in a natural way: the associated graded ring G = gr,(A) = Oi t o(M'/M'+ ') with respect to the maximal ideal M = (PI, . . . , t"") A and the coordinate ring A' of the projective closure of C, namely A' = k [u"d, . . . . tniund-"i ,..., t"d] . If n1 , ... , nd are an arithmetic sequence, we prove that G and A' are Cohen-Macaulay rings (Propositions 1.1 and 1.2). Then we assume, throughout the paper, that ni = ni _ 1 + q for i E { 2, . . . , d}; we find the Hilbert function of G and A' through the h-polynomial and we study the Cohen-Macaulay type. In both cases, the leading coefficient and the degree of the h-polynomial depend on the natural numbers a, b such that n, = a(d -1) + b (with 0 5 b I d -2).
In Section 1 we prove that the h-polynomial of G is where h,=d-2 if b=O, h,=d-1 if b21 and h,+l=O if bE{O,l} while h a+ 1 = b -1 if b 2 2 (see Corollary 1.10). Further, we show G is "level" (Proposition 1.12), then we determine the Cohen-Macaulay type of G and, in particular, we characterize in a very simple way the Gorensteinness of G (Corollary 1.14).
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In Section 2 we show that the h-polynomial of A' is hA(z) = 1 + (d -1)z + ... + (d -l)~'+~-' + h',+qza+q + hi+q+lz"+q+l with h:+, = d -2 if b = 0, h:,, = d-lifb~l,~+q+1=0ifb~{0,1},h~+q+1=b-lifb~2(see Corollary 2.7). Besides, we determine the Hilbert function and the Hilbert polynomial of A', we show A' is "level" and has the same Cohen-Macaulay type as the ring G (Proposition 2.12 and Remark 2.13).
The graded ring G
Let A = k[t"', . . . , P], where k is a field, 0 < nl < ... < nd, d 2 2, GCD(nI, . . . , nd) = 1 and the semigroup (ni, . . . , nd) is minimally generated by n1, .I-, nd. Let kf = (t"', . . . , P)A.
In this paper we shall consider the two rings: G = grM(Q) = @i r &f'/M'+') (the associated graded ring of A with respect to M) and A' = k[u"d ,..., t"iu"*-"i ,..., t"d] (the coordinate ring of the projective closure of the affine curve corresponding to the ring A).
Putting R = @ iez(Mi) = k[PX, . . . , PX, X-l], the Rees ring associated to the filtration {M'}, it is known that G x R/(X-'). Further, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, then X-', PX is a regular sequence (see e.g. Cl, Lemmas 3.4(2) and 3.21); then, if R is Cohen-Macaulay, so is G and t"*X(mod X-') is regular in G. Besides, it is known that
=k[z l,...,rd]whereri=t"i=t"i(modM2)forlIiId.According to the previous facts, if R is Cohen-Macaulay then r1 is regular in G. In the paper we consider the case nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, i.e. ni=ni_l+q=nl+(i-l)qforiE(2,...,d},withqE~,q21.
First we show that G and A' are Cohen-Macaulay under this assumption on nl, . . ..nd. and L={(a,b)~Z~1a-bbn~Z) (see e.g. [l, Lemma (3.2) , Theorem (3.6)]). So, it is enough to prove (S, x S,) n L c S.
Under our assumption we have S2 = (nl, q). Let e = (1) i = 2,...,d
We consider the two cases v 2 A, v c A. 
Now, we consider the two cases v 2 1' and v < 2'. 
so that C2i -CI = LX~ + 6, with 6, > 0.
According to (6) and (7) it follows that v = (Up + S,)p + clp = a&J + 1) + pa,. The least integer no such that H.&n) = p&(n) for n 2 no is called the index of regularity of d; the coefficient e. of p&(X) is called the multiplicity of d.
From now on, in this section we study the h-polynomial of the ring G, when nl, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence with ni = ni_ I + q (for 2 I i I d) and GCD (n i, . . . ,nd) = 1; then one has also GCD (nl, q) = 1. First, we prove the following technical lemma: Lemma 1.3. Let c1 I, ..., ~~~Nbesuchthath~2and1~cri~dforeachi.Thesum n, , + ... + n, ,  can be written in one of the following ways: 
. +tlh-h)q=(h-2)nI +(nI +(dl)q) + (nI + (CQ + ... +cr,-d-h+l)q).
Put y=cr,+ ..
where ~1~ + ...
. . , h -2. According to (9) (~, . . ..nd) according to the assumption on n,, + +.. + nab. By applying h -1 times this procedure, one has the result. 0 Now, in order to find the h-polynomial of G, we consider the ring
T ] (where Zi = ri(modr,)). According to Proposition 1.1 and the above recalled results, G' is an artinian reduction of G. Let G' = 0 i = 0, ...,d G:; then, it is enough to evaluate dim,(Gj) for iE (1, . . . ,cr}. First, we prove:
. . . , zflzd_ 1, i$ generate Gbfor each h 2 1.
Proof. Let &, . . . z &e G; (h 2 1). According to Corollary 1.4 one has t"Q ... PkE(t"l)A or r"a, . . . fib = t(h -mq"' with c~{2,...,d}. It follows 2,, . . . r,,~(rr)G or zcr, . . . z,, = ri-' rc (with c 2 2) in G; then r,, . . . z,, = 0 or r,, . . . r,, = n with 2 I c I d. q Now, our aim is to determine a basis for each Gh. Proof. According to Proposition 1.5, it is enough to show that the above written elements are k-independent. Let us suppose that there is a (2 I c( I d) such that
for suitable ny,, . . . , nyj and pvl ,._ yj E k. Since tch -')"d + 'a # Aitch -'h + 'i for i # cc, the above equality implies one of the following facts:
(1) bh -'jnd + flu = pY, .,,j t"' + "YI+ ". +%, where j + 1 I h, pr, ,.. ?,E k, or (2) t(h-')"d+""EM"+l_
If (1) (the argument is similar to the one used in the proof of Proposition 1.7). In case (1') one easily obtains a contradiction, as in (1) It is enough to show that rjzz , . . . , z&, are k-independent in CL+ i. Otherwise (with a procedure similar to the one of the proof of Proposition 1.7) there is a cxE{2,...,b) such that (1") t and+n,=tnI+"~,+...+n~~ withi<a,or(2")t""+"~EM"'Z. The first case easily leads to a contradiction. If (2") holds, one has and+n,=n& + "' + ns,,, with r 2 2, so (since GCD(nr , q) = 1) there is p 2 1 such that Proof. According to Propositions 1.5, 1.7-1.9 we have only to show Gi = {'Ti} for i>a+lifb~2.Whenb>2onehasr~+'= 0 (Proposition l.S(ii)), the result now follows immediately from Proposition 1.5. 0 Remark 1.11. If d = 2 one has a = nl, b = 0, then the h-polynomial of G is 1 +z+ ... +z"'-l and the Hilbert function is H,(n) = n + 1 for n I a -2, H,(n) = a = n, for n 2 a -1. In general, the Hilbert function HG(n) is as follows: _ if bE{O,l}, HG(n)=n(d-l)+l for nlu-1,
HG(n)=u(d-l)+b=nI
for n 2 a, _ if b 2 2, H,(n) = n(d -1) + 1 for n 5 a, H,(n) = u(d -1) + b = nI for n 2 a + 1.
Since the Hilbert polynomials is pc(X) = nl, one immediately sees that the index of regularity of G is equal to a -1 = n1 -1 ifd=2,whileifd23itisaifbE{O,l}, u+lifb>2. Now, we shall prove that the ring G is "level" when nI, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence. To this end, we recall that, if .&' is a Cohen-Macaulay ring and
B =@ i=O,...,S Bi is an artinian reduction of d, the Cohen-Macaulay type of &' is r(d) = dim,(O:B1). It is obvious that r(d) 2 dimk(B,); when r(a) = dimk(B,) the ring d is called "level".
Proposition 1.12. Zf n 1, . . . , nd are an arithmetic sequence, the ring G is level. (12)
Proof. The ring G is
Let j = C~E(O: ?J with z as in (10); then (11) holds, so if h I a -1, one has (11) in GA+ 1 with h + 1 I a, so Ai = 0 for each i (Propositions 1.7 and 1.8(i)), then z = 6; if h=a, in Gh+I one has o=Ci=z ,___, dA4ri =Ci=z ,.,., bli4zi + Ci=b+l,__., dA@i, wherez=OforiE(b+l,... ,d} (Proposition 1.9(ii)); then 1, = 0 for iE (2, . . . ;b} (Proposition 1.9(ii)), so g = xi = b + 1 ,.,.,dliz~-'~i; if h Z a + 2, then 6 =fi (see Propositions 1.5 and 1.9(ii)). So (12) Now we can describe a basis of Bi for each i. 2.3. For iE{l, ..., , x'l_'x, , ..., x', Proof. According to Proposition 2.1 it is enough to show that the above elements are k-independent in Bi. If there is a u (1 5 u I In case (I) one has, in A', xi-lx, = x~-~Px,, . . . xap with 1 I p < i, Cli 2 1 for each i, which is a relation of the type (*) with m = i < r, which contradicts Lemma 2. Proof. According to Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 it is enough to show that Bi = (01 for i>r+ 1.ByProposition2.1asetofgeneratorsofBiis~,x';'x,,...,x';'Xd_l;on Xi where x\ = 0 (Proposition 2.6(l)); then according to Proposition 2.6(l) one has Ai = 0 for ie (2,. . . , d -l}, then g,_ i = IF'.
Proposition 2.5. Let B be as in Proposition 2.1, and let r be the integer dejined in Lemma
Finally, if h 2 r + 1, one has z = 0 (Propositions 2.5 and 2.6( 1)). Now, let 9 E (0 : I&); then SE (0 : 5) so, according to the previoius fact, S = z + Ix;-' with DEB,, Ick; further
